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ABSTRACT

The effects of multipath in telemetry applications are very well known and the approaches
to minimizing these effects are the subject of countless books, papers and articles.
Multipath once again rears its head as the U.S. Navy fields the MK-41 Vertical Launching
System (VLS), a launching system in which each missile is housed in a canister which is
both magazine and launch mechanism. The Canister is designed to protect the missile from
Electro Magnetic Interference (EMI), Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) and the
environment. As can be expected, a canister designed to prevent Radio Frequency (RF)
energy from entering should inherently prevent any RF from escaping, and renders the
canister environment ripe with multipath. Pre-Launch telemetry checks, essential to the
conduct of a missile flight test, become unreliable events which at times result in aborted
missions.

Today the “encanistered” missile system enjoys wide acceptance, in the U.S. as well as
internationally. Since any missile radiating in a closed volume inherently suffers from these
multipath degradations, it is important to disclose the results of Navy testing conducted on
the canister as well as the mission observations of the multipath effects. The mission
observations are described are “signature” traits of the degradations which should have
been attributed to multipath. Clearly many missions and tests were affected, but most were
simply ignored by an oblivious test team. A short summary of the canister multipath
investigation follows,including unexpected findings, and finally a discussion is given on the
Close Coupled Antenna and its effectiveness in mitigating the canister multipath.



BACKGROUND

A typical VLS canister is shown in Figure 1, it is the missile’s magazine, transport
container and launch tube sealed until launch. Initially the canister was outfitted with a
monopole antenna that allowed access to the radiating missile. Testing at sea required the
addition of a reradiation system which would compensate for the greater losses
experienced by this indirect access. This method worked satisfactorily for several years.
As the various missile programs implemented higher data rate telemeters, multipath
degradations inherent to the canister began to manifest. Because the reradiation system and
canister antenna appeared so simple, fool proof and had functioned so reliably in the past,
problems with prelaunch telemetry acquisition were routinely attributed to range telemetry
support. During the mid 1980’s the flight test of a Navy Standard Missile Production
Surveillance Round (PSR) at White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) ended an aborted
mission. Prelaunch acquisition was satisfactory prior to and after committing missile one
shot batteries, but eight seconds later, frame synchronization was lost which led to halting
the mission. Range elements reported severe multipath based on receiver carrier deviation
readings (interestingly plenty of signal strength was held through out the mission). Despite
corroborating interferometer data presented at the mission debrief, the fault was attributed
to a TM antenna operator error, mission costs were refunded at the Navy’s request.
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FIGURE 1. VLS CANISTER(MK-21) WITH DUAL ANTENNA



Over the next several years Rolling Airframe Missile would suffer a mission abort with the
same signature as would the Sealance program. During the conduct of three Vertical
Launch Anti Submarine Rocket (VLA) launches at White Sands, canister multipath would
interfere with the first missile during it’s initial telemetry check. Again plenty of signal
strength was observed and the range reported severe multipath based on greater (double)
than usual carrier deviation. After successful telemetry checks the other two missiles were
launched, the same problem missile then satisfactorily passed a TM check and was
successfully launched hours later.

In 1993 a Standard Missile Production Transition Round (PTR) would abort with nearly
the same signature as the earlier PSR. However, as soon as the missile was safed by the
launcher, the multipath disappeared and satisfactory data processing resumed. The
multipath appeared to correlate to the arming device in the canister which physically armed
the rocket motor at T-8 seconds and safed the missile afterward. The following day the
phenomena was repeated with a test missile, upon power application, the telemetry signal
was unusable, with plenty of signal strength but a severe null was observed in the middle
of the carrier spectra (see figure 2). At rocket motor arm the null would disappear allowing
normal synchronization and processing and at motor safe the signal would degrade again.
Working from a fax of the spectra, Gene Law, at the Pacific Missile Test Center,
reproduced the spectra in the lab, on the computer determining that the canister/missile
system was acting like a very high Q notch filter. The canister multipath was vulnerable to
minute changes in the canister volume, changes in electrical paths and ground planes as
well as moving missile or canister parts.

FIGURE 2. MULTIPATH NULL (Commonly called “The Big M” at WSMR)



The PTR mission was repeated successfully afterwards, the canister was equipped with an
additional antenna for a simple space diversity solution in the canister. A Special Purpose
Van (SPV) was configured by WSMR to acquire the signal right at each canister antenna
to reconstruct each Pulse Code Modulated (PCM) stream and finally reradiate the two
signals at unique frequencies. The reconstructed sources along with the existing VLS
reradiated signal (original missile signal) were relayed to the Telemetric Data Center
(TDC) where the best source was chosen and routed to the displays. This solution was
adequate for WSMR launches but considered not suitable for shipboard test applications
which was subject to similar problems. Craig Hodan, Naval Surface Warfare Center,
Dahlgren, headed the team investigation of the canister multipath problem which
conducted canister multipath characterizations in an attempt to further understand the
problem and devise solutions applicable to at-sea testing.

CANISTER MULTIPATH TESTING

Using a network analyzer the first measurements were made on a MK-13 Canister at Port
Hueneme, Ca. The analyzer was swept from 2200 to 2300 MHz to disclose the canister
characteristics in the telemetry band. The missile omni and directional antenna as well as
the canister antenna were connected to the network analyzer. This configuration is shown
in Figure 3. The analyzer plots (Figure 6) clearly depicts the hostile environment inside the
canister, quite a few nulls, some quite deep. The actual environment is likely worse as
these measurements are affected by the test equipment dynamic range and scan rate.

FIGURE 3  MK-13 CHARACTERIZATION TEST CONFIGURATION
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The degradations are surprisingly sensitive to external influences such as pressure on the
forward cover, which cause the nulls to move back and forth in frequency. The number of
nulls do not appear to change. Figure 4 shows a typical spectral display of a normal Pulse
Code Modulated carrier. Also shown is spectra with effects of a lightly impinging
multipath null. Additional degradation results in “The Big M”, (that is the null is positioned
near the center of the spectra and appears to form the capitol letter M). At this point the
TM receivers generally are unable to process what seems to be two carriers.

FIGURE 4 NOMINAL AND LIGHTLY DEGRADED SPECTRA

In hopes of finding a solution, the Canister Multipath Team enthusiastically took a few
stabs at attempting to determine what affects multipath. Radio Frequency Absorbent
Material (RAM) was placed on many locations in the canister with little effect. The
absorbent material appeared to be effective when covering the forward closure, but then
the signal at the antenna disappeared, apparently the acquisition of the signal itself is
dependent on the longitudinal multipath. Several measurements were made with several
sophisticated antennas, most of which performed poorly. An eight element array was
tested in the hopes that the multipath components would simply average out resulting in an
improved signal, but little improvement was observed. Measurements were made with
various combinations of Absorbent Material and Antenna locations. It was disconcerting
that little improvement could be made over an antenna that is simply a piece of brass
brazing rod soldered to an “N” connector center pin. One monopole antenna was removed
from the canister and taped on a broomstick so that it could be placed in close proximity
(approximately 1”) to one missile antenna pad. The perturbations in the spectra leveled out
dramatically, indicating that coupling was taking place.

Additional Characterization tests were conducted on the MK-21 Canister. Small
improvements were observed when the receiving antenna was taped to the forward
canister cover and when a multiple element antenna was placed in the corner and pointed
across the canister diagonal. Gene Law (PMTC) demonstrated a TM Receiver acquisition
method featuring AM demodulation which reasonably mitigated canister multipath effects.



This was published in the 1995 International Telemetry Conference (ITC) proceedings.
Reports from actual firings and inert missile/canister tests continue

FIGURE 5  CCA IN VLS CANISTER (MK-13)

to provide an interesting insight into the nature of the canister multipath. It became
apparent to the Multipath team that there was a Bandwidth ceiling for the MK-13 canister
and a planned test utilizing a 9.6 Mbit/sec data rate would likely fail if the dual antenna
approach alone was used. Since the nulls appeared at less than 10 MHz intervals nulling at
both antennas was expected. This would have prevented an important planned flight test,
but there was enough time to design a close coupled antenna which functioned well. This
approach selected places a strip line monopole within the close coupling region of the
missile antenna radiating ports, ironically, the paramount issues were mechanical. The
prototype CCA assembly (shown in Figure 5) could not interfere with the missile egress in
any way and the assembly had to withstand the launch environment intact. This CCA
suffers from its close proximity to the missile guide rail but still delivers flatness within 7
dB as shown in Figure 6. The acquired telemetry signal was readily reconstructed by the
SPV resulting in spectra identical to the nominal.
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FIGURE 6  CCA VS MONOPOLE NETWORK ANALYZER COMPARISON.

CONCLUSIONS

The ideal solution to this problem is to simply hardwire this signal out of the canister, but
is generally a long term solution. The CCA provides short term relief to this agravating
problem. The CCA shown was employed successfully on wide band telemetered rounds
flown at White Sands as well as Pacific Missile Range, Hawaii in 1996. The CCA is
transparent in operation and requires no additional equipment or special consideration. Its
acquisition is also stable and not subject changes in temperature etc. as would be expected
from the coupling. If positioned improperly still functions the same as the monopole.
Usage with AM Detection Aquisition methods further improve acquisition reliability as
well.
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